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The Consumer Rights Directive
Taking stock and moving forward
A policy debate hosted by Forum Europe in partnership with Amway
8th December 2009
On Tuesday 8th December, Forum Europe in
partnership with Amway held a half-day debate
focused on the controversial Consumer Rights
Directive. The event was attended by over 140
delegates, from the European Institutions, consumer
organisations, industry and press. This conference
report provides a summary of the outcomes
reached and questions raised by the debate.
Imelda Vital, Amway, welcomed participants
to the debate. She stated that when adopted
the Consumer Rights Directive will have an
impact on all consumers and consumer-facing
businesses. It will create a simpler buying
environment for both consumers and sellers
and create opportunities. Imelda observed that
a proposal that affects so many people is bound
to be controversial. Amway wants to help foster
debate and create the momentum required to
see the proposal reach the statute books.
Imelda welcomed all the keynote speakers
and panelists and thanked them for taking
the time to join the discussion. She then
introduced Jacki Davis, the moderator.
Jacki Davis welcomed delegates and asked
where are we now with the draft Directive,
what are the main areas of contention, and
what are the ways forward?
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Keynote speeches
The first keynote speaker was Andreas Schwab
MEP (DE, EPP). Dr. Schwab expressed his
pleasure at the large turnout. He indicated his
hope that stakeholders and legislators can
work together and start discussing how to find
consensus on this topic. He pointed out that
this is a very difficult time for the development
of European civil law. Whatever is decided now
will not be changed quickly – the EU will have
to work with the legislation that is decided
now for at least 10 years or so. Dr. Schwab
explained that this is why the European
Parliament is taking its time. He believes it is
imperative for the European Parliament to step
aside and check what the new legislation will
mean for European consumers across all 27
Member States. He outlined that a way must
be found to bring all positions together so the
Directive reflects the broad view of all European
stakeholders and businesses.
The Parliament’s rapporteur for the Consumer
Right’s Directive went on to remind delegates
that it is important to focus on the fact that
everyone agrees that the fragmentation of
European law is a problem for European
businesses. Europe benefits both culturally

and economically when companies trade
cross border. However, Dr. Schwab reminded
the audience that there is a need to evaluate
what harm the proposal may bring.
Dr. Schwab raised the point that is it very
difficult to have a common approach when
dealing with developments in civil law due to
the range of different work done across the
different DGs in the European Commission. A
common frame of reference, he said, is needed
for the development of European civil law.
On a more positive note, Dr. Schwab
observed that it shouldn’t be difficult to find a
consensus in chapters I, II & III although a lot
of work and redrafting is needed to make the
text clearer. Dr. Schwab mentioned that he is
very sceptical about the full harmonisation of
warranty rights and that he is actually quite
reluctant to go any further in this area. He is of
the opinion that full harmonisation in this area
is an invitation to re-work and mix national law
which would result in a melting pot where no
one has any idea what is going on or what
the remedies are. With regard to chapter V
and the unfair contractual terms black list,
Dr. Schwab said that it must be possible to
find a small set of terms that will be applied
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European wide. He does not support however
the inclusion of a grey list and the use of the
comitology decision making process.
Andreas Schwab said that MEPs are waiting to
see what Commissioner Reding intends to do
with the proposal and what her views are on
it. He is also looking forward to an exchange
of views with national parliamentarians from
Member States on 23 February 2010. He
concluded by asking for more support for the
draft Directive from the business community
as currently there is not a lot of positive input
from those who will benefit from the proposal.
Everyone will profit from the Directive as the
variety of goods and services on offer will
be greater. The Directive therefore isn’t just
a proposal for business; it is a proposal for
everyone. Dr. Schwab ended his intervention by
pointing out that a serious solution is needed,
which is why it is going to take time to ensure
that everyone is able to give his or her views.
Next to take the floor was Anders Dölling,
Counsellor for Consumer Affairs at the
Permanent Representation of Sweden to the
EU, who presented the results of work in the
Council. Mr. Dölling reported that the Swedish
Presidency had managed to work very actively
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on the file. During the course of the last 6
months, 12 working group meetings with
experts have taken place and all parts of the
Directive have been discussed (chapter II the
least). At the last meeting under its leadership,
the Swedish Presidency would present a fully
revised text, which would then form the basis
of the text for discussion in the spring under
the stewardship of the Spanish Presidency
which has confirmed that progress with the
Directive is one of their main priorities in the
consumer policy area.

On 3 December the Consumer Rights Directive
was discussed by the Competitiveness
Council. This was first time that ministers had
the time to debate the proposal. Member
States view the cross border aspect and
e-commerce as particularly important.
Member States stressed that the key is to
find clarity in the text and make clear where
the boundary lies and what the relationship is
between the proposal, national contract law
and the proposal and other EU legislation. Mr.
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Dölling referred to the summary at the Council
meeting that although the points of departure
of the Member States sometimes differ, they
see a need for more common rules to achieve
a modern, clear European consumer policy
providing legal certainty.
At the Competitiveness Council, there
was broad support for a wider definition
of distance sales and off-premises sales.
There was also support for the idea of having
common laws on the withdrawal period and
the right to withdraw. With regard to Chapter
IV: consumer sales remedies in the case of
faulty goods and rules on delivery, Member
States stated that this is a very difficult area.
However there is a willingness to continue
constructive discussions.

services, etc. With regard to chapter IV, Member
States are keeping in mind national systems for
example the right to reject that can be found in
the UK and Ireland. Discussions on chapter V in
Council on the unfair contractual terms had been
discussed in principal, but the big challenge is
finalising the lists of unfair contract terms. The
lists have not yet been discussed between
Member States but the Swedish Presidency
has had a small task force comparing national
lists and seeing where similarities lie and intends
to adapt the Commission’s proposal on the
basis of this work.
In his final remarks, Mr. Dölling addressed the
question of why digital content is not included

in chapter IV. The issue had been raised
during a Presidency Conference in Stockholm
in November. He said that the common
view is that it is not vey clear what rights
consumers have in relation to digital content.
Consumers face lots of problems in terms of
unfair contract terms, or faulty goods due to
issues such as the burden of proof. However,
more clarity is needed to make legislation that
is future proof and does not impede the very
fast progress that is being made in this area
and specific legislation is needed for this.
In conclusion he thanked everyone for
their good cooperation during the Swedish
Presidency.

Mr. Dölling noted that there is now a clear
mandate to continue with constructive
comments. With regard to the scope of
the Directive, the Council working group
has spent a lot of time examining what is
covered and what is not. Member States
are broadly supportive of the exclusion
of contracts concerning the sale/transfer
of immovable property and contracts for
financial services from parts of the Directive.
The definitions included in the draft Directive
for off-premises and distance selling improve
protection for consumers and broaden the
current definitions.
Mr. Dölling noted that a number of questions
remain, for example how e-auctions should
be regulated, how the right of withdrawal
should work in practice for contracts related to
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Roundtable Debate
Ursula Pachl, Senior Policy Advisor, BEUC
commenced the panel discussion by noting
that the proposal in its current form would
take away significant rights from consumers
and that there is a significant lack of clarity.
She indicated that BEUC is happy that the
European Parliament wants to take the time
to go into the proposal in detail.

recent developments such as e-commerce for
digital content products need specific rules
these should be integrated into this Directive,
consumers cannot afford to wait for another
10 years to include ecommerce in legislation.
In conclusion Ursula Pachl noted that BEUC
believes that mixed harmonisation is the right
way forward as there is much in chapters I and
III that can be fully harmonised if the right level
of protection is chosen.

She pointed to a number of problem areas in
the proposal including the significant decrease
in consumer protection standards in Member
States. The proposed directive will not lead to
any increase in consumer confidence nor help
business in terms of less fragmentation she
argued. She also argued that it is not the legal
fragmentation in the Internal Market that leads
to a lack of consumer confidence.
The argument for introducing full harmonisation
on a very low level would have a very negative
impact. Mrs. Pachl put forward the case for
having a modern framework, because although

Alison Mooney, Communications and
Marketing Manager, EMOTA, was next to
take the floor. EMOTA is a trade organisation
representing 23 national distance selling
associations across Europe. Figures point at
double digit growth of the sector between
2004 and 2008 and estimates point towards
the growth of the distance selling sector in
2009 despite the global recession. She told
the conference that e-commerce and the
Internet drive this growth. She went on to
say that according to Eurostat cross-border
trade in 2008 was upwards of 30% across the
EU and that there are some countries where
this is higher (approximately 50% in Austria,
Belgium, Greece and Ireland and over 80% in
Luxemburg, Cyprus and Malta). Ms Mooney
went on to cite the example of the company
Pixmania that operates in 26 different
countries. They have gone to the trouble of
adapting to 26 different Member States, in
order to be in line with 26 different national
laws. However she pointed out that SMEs
do not all have the means and ability to go to
this effort. EMOTA supports full harmonisation
within the CRD as it would encourage cross-
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border trade and benefit e-commerce and
distance sellers.
Gösta Petri, Deputy Head of Unit, Unit B2
- Unfair Commercial Practices and Other
Consumer Protection Legislation, European
Commission told the panel that whilst Internet
shopping is increasing steadily, Internet
shopping cross border is not. Unfortunately
consumers are met with refusals when they
try and shop cross border. Mr. Petri stressed
that although it is correct to say that the
harmonisation of consumer rights will not
solve everything – rules will still exist relating
to VAT, recycling etc, it will help. When the
Commission carried out further research into
the possible benefits of harmonisation of
consumer rights, they discovered that it would
produce considerable cost savings. Adapting
to the new rules would cost a business c. 2,000
Euros instead of over 70,000 Euros incurred
complying with relevant legal requirements.
Carlos Almaraz, Deputy Director Internal
Market / Legal Affairs, BUSINESSEUROPE,
started his presentation by saying that the
Consumer Rights Directive is not only a matter
of consumer confidence but a matter of loss
of opportunity. It is a matter of not being able
to enjoy a wider variety of goods and better
prices. He outlined that the Directive is an
opportunity for consumers and businesses
if it is done well. Although very keen on full
harmonisation, Almaraz said that the business
community is not a fanatic for full harmonisation.
BUSINESSEUROPE believes that in this field
it is the best tool to reduce the burden created
by national regulatory divergences, facilitate
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enforcement, and to ensure an adequate
common level of consumer protection and a
level playing field across Europe. Enforcement
is much more comparable and easier to
approach in practice when all Member States
have the same laws. The Directive is a golden
opportunity that the EU has to tell European
consumers that they have common rights no
matter where they come from.
Mr. Almaraz went on to say that clarification
and improvements can be made to the
text and are needed but that the crucial
debate is to set what the common level
of consumer protection should be. This is
what BUSINESSEUROPE believes people
should focus on. Shouldn’t go for the most
stringent or most fragile. The resulting level
of protection should be a result of political
debate, should be balanced and should be
based on hard evidence. It is important to
have a European solution and that we look at
the Directive as a whole and the overall result
that will be achieved.
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Razvan Antemir, Government Affairs
Manager, FEDMA, expressed FEDMA’s
support for the Commission’s proposal and
for the work of the Parliament and the Council.
He explained that a lot of FEDMA’s work
centres around explaining the different rules to
members , as a clear sign that companies and
consumers are keen to trade cross border.
He said lots of members would like to trade
in other countries but as they would have to
abide by all the different legislation , and as
many are small to medium sized companies,
a significant number eventually decide that the
risks are too high. The draft Directive is good
for both business and consumers who want
to sell or buy things cross border. Mr. Antemir
stressed the need to look at this issue with
European eyes and not from a pure national
level. He explained that he agreed with the
other speakers that this opportunity for reform
must not be lost.
Sirpa Pietikäinen MEP (FI, EPP), draftswoman
for the ECON opinion on CRD, was the final
panel member to speak. She reminded the
audience that the procedure being followed
was a rather normal EU legislative exercise.
She said that there is no ideal European
consumer protection model in any one
country; rather there are “beautiful pieces” in
different places. Mrs Pietkäinen praised the
fact that new forms of commerce such as
ecommerce are emerging.
The MEP highlighted that the EU is a process
of moving forward not backwards. She
gave the example that if you had to go to
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an EU hospital, you would prefer all the best
European doctors to be gathered in that
same hospital. Pietkäinen said that legislators
and stakeholders should be carrying out a
benchmarking exercise and working out what
the best level of consumer protection is. She
concluded her presentation by saying that as
this is a political process a compromise will
have to be found and a high level of protection
is safeguarded.
After all panellists had made their introductory
remarks, Jacki Davis then asked some
questions. She asked Gösta Petri if he agreed
there was a lack of clarity in the text.
Gösta Petri responded by saying that while he
did think there was a lack of clarity it is important
to remember that it is a complex proposal. He
clarified that it is complex because we are
not legislating in a new area but are trying
to modify existing pieces of legislation that
have been in place for years, incorporate or
delete laws already in existence in Member
States, and bring in rules in new areas. Mr.
Petri explained that consumer contract law is
a difficult area to work in and one where much
clarity is needed. The Commission believes
that they have presented a good proposal
but are willing to work with legislators and
stakeholders to improve it. The Commission
has already engaged in a clarification exercise
and has presented two non papers: one that
looks at the effects that the proposal would
have on national contract laws and another
that looks at clarifying certain details on the
proposal and in particular the relationship with
other EU legislation.

debate needs to start moving forward because
at the moment the clarity is disappearing. It is
important to focus on what we would like to
see and to discuss what level of protection
we want to offer. Mr. Almaraz said that the
legislation has to be balanced and pragmatic.

Ursula Pachl was the next stakeholder
to respond. She said that BEUC believes
that European consumers do not need the
Directive in this form. She made clear that
BEUC does not have an ideological “no we
don’t want this” attitude to full harmonisation,
but that they believe that it needs to be focused
and in the right places. At the moment, Mrs.
Pachl believes that there is an overdose of
full harmonisation in the draft. She believes
that we have to be cautious because full
harmonisation in the field of contract law is a
test case and that with the proposed directive,
we are being led into the dark as Member
States currently would have to repeal national
law without knowing what can be maintained
and what cannot. She argued strongly for
full harmonisation on a case-by-case basis
i.e. targeted harmonisation. She ended her
response by taking up Mrs. Pietkäinen’s analogy
saying that the draft contains an “overdose of
full harmonisation that will kill the patient”.
Carlos Almaraz responded that it depends
what is in the medicine! He said that the
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Eberhard Roehm-Malcotti, BDEW - German
Association of Energy and Water Industries,
asked a very specific question to the
Commission as to whether water, electricity
and gas are in the scope of the Directive.
Gösta Petri replied a simple yes.
Martin Schmalzried, Policy Officer at
COFACE, made the point that many big
businesses have circumvented all of the
different regulations by for example having a
30 day right of withdrawal period. He said
that business can spontaneously adapt and
that it therefore shouldn’t matter whether the
directive exists and that companies can create
their own certainty. He asked whether SMEs
who can’t even afford to post abroad would
make use of the new Directive?
Christian Grove from the Belgian Water
Services Association said that it seems that
triggering cross border trade is seen as a
value. He asked for more thought to be put
into this and whether it really is better for the
citizens. He asked how important is crossborder trade?
Carlos Almaraz responded to the questions
by saying that the draft has not been written
for big businesses. They can afford to comply
with all existing regulations. The main gain for
full harmonisation in this field is definitely for
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obvious way forward is to give the consumer
the choice between different remedies and this
would offer a truly high level of protection. She
also pointed out that there are problems with
the Commission’s suggestion for a guarantee
period of 2 years as some Member States
have different concepts such as a guarantee
for the lifespan of the product.

SMEs who can’t afford the compliance costs.
He reiterated that legislators and stakeholders
should not aim for the lowest common
denominator and that it is important to settle
on the level that all Member States, legislators
and stakeholders can agree on.
Sirpa Pietikäinen said that small businesses are
crucial for the well being of the European economy.
She pointed out that as SMEs don’t have the
skills and knowledge it is better to have good
clear protection for consumers. She underlined
that the legislation that is being discussed is
consumer protection legislation. Pietikäinen
argued that consumer protection legislation is
good for business and said that better regulation
equals better markets. She appeared puzzled as
to why this was being disputed.
Alison Mooney also took the chance to say
that she agreed that a common denominator
that offers a good level of protection should
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be found. The Consumer Rights Directive will
not prevent businesses offering an even higher
protection should they want to offer a higher
level of consumer protection as a competitive
advantage. She reminded the audience
that the e-commerce boom is driven by the
consumers who desire more products from
across the world.
Jacki Davis then asked the panel what they
thought is a high level of protection?
Ursula Pachl responded by taking the
example of remedies when a consumer has
bought a defective product. She argued
that the Commission has turned minimum
harmonisation into maximum harmonisation
as the Commission has proposed a hierarchy
of remedies whereby the consumer has to
do things in a certain order, yet a number of
Member States currently do not impose such a
hierarchy. She said that BEUC believes that the

She asked whether everyone was aware that
the proposed legislation is interfering in a
negative way in national civil and consumer
law in order to improve the situation
for a small percentage of cross-border
contracts. In conclusion Ursula said that
the Commission has not made an impact
assessment in relation to how the proposal
will affect domestic transactions.
Sirpa Pietikäinen MEP made the point that
a defect is always a defect. She said that
consumers need better protection in the area
of e-commerce.
Gösta Petri said that how to define a high level
of protection was a key issue. He said that it
is crucial to bear in mind that the Commission
has carried out a large comparative law study.
From this study it emerged that Member
States have gone very far on certain issues
and not very far on others. The Commission
was therefore unable to single out one
single country as a champion of consumer
protection. For example, Nordic countries
present the consumer with a choice of
remedies. If a high level of protection is going
to be achieved, there has to be some give and
take from everyone.
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Jacki Davis asked whether the point that
all Member States will have to change their
practices is one of the reasons why this is
proving such a difficult issue to find a way
forward, both in the Council, the Commission
and in the stakeholder community?
Gösta Petri responded that it is a problem
because Member States don’t want to have
tp spend money changing their legislation.
However, he said that he remains convinced
that is possible to change things.
Razvan Antemir said that members of FEDMA
think that the level of protection that consumers
need does not substantially differ from Member
State to Member State , being often a matter
of correct enforcement, communication to
consumers, education and perception, which
are all generated by a complex mix of rules.
These issues should not be used to block or
slow down the review process.
Ursula Pachl asked how to fully harmonise
chapter IV on remedies? She asked for a
reaction from business and pleaded for
someone to tell her how full harmonisation of
chapter IV should be done?
Carlos Almaraz answered immediately saying
that BUSINESSEUROPE broadly agrees with
the content on chapter IV. He pointed out that
in order to move forward with the proposal it
is up to those who do not like its current state
to come forward with proposals on what they
want to see instead.
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Jorge
Ellis
Ruano,
Director,
Gellis
Communications, pointed out that consumers
in the US expect a greater level of protection. He
said that in his personal experience threatening
a company with EU law makes them change
their attitude and provide a remedy.
Joanne Scobie, Policy Action, asked whether
gambling is included in the provisions of the
directive?
Jeremy Rollinson – European Digital Media
Association (EDiMA), indicated his surprise
that the word competition had not been
mentioned more. He argued that consumers
have an alternative to go elsewhere. They
have choices and true competition will help to
achieve lots of the ideas that were discussed.
Competition is a way for companies to
distinguish themselves from others by
improving their level of consumer protection.
Gösta Petri welcomed the comments regarding
competition and said that the creation of a retail
Internal Market with harmonised rights would
increase competition and as a result there would
be a wider choice of products for consumers. The
Commission has evidence that this would be the
case. The recently published Mystery Shopper
E-Commerce report from the Commission
showed that in half of the Member States there
were potential savings of 10 % if they took part in
cross border trade. He confirmed that comparing
the EU to the US is always an interesting exercise
even though there are many differences.
Ursula Pachl followed on and said that
consumer organisations want more choice
and want a European Single Market to exist
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but that this single online European market
is used by businesses to fragment markets
again. For example copyright issues fragment
markets. She pointed out that in the US there
is no such thing as a level playing field.

on these parts of the Directive. It is too early
to have full harmonisation for these chapters.
She argued that at the moment the Directive
does not offer any added value for consumers.
To finalise she reminded everyone that this is a
unique opportunity and that it should be future
proof and include digital content.

Carlos Almaraz said that he does not want
to see discrimination at the EU level and by
imposing 27 different sets of rules, this is what
will be the result.

Carlos Almaraz maintained that he is not
obsessed by time and that quality wins
against time. He said that it is important to be
pragmatic. With regard to the obstacles, he said
that something workable must be found and
that it is BEUC and consumer organisations
who should be making more efforts to find
something they can live with in chapter IV.
Mr. Almaraz said that chapter IV must not be
looked at from a nationalistic point of view. He
believes that the way forward can be found in
chapters I, II and III but that the Directive and its
scope must be looked at as a whole.

To close the debate, Jacki Davis asked
each panellist to describe what they see as
the biggest obstacle to getting agreement
and whether there were any aspects of the
proposal which everyone can agree on as a
basis for moving forward? She also asked
how important they believed it was to move
quickly given that Andreas Schwab had said
that it was better to take time?
Razvan Antemir said that biggest obstacle
lies in turning this into a European discussion.
Everyone agrees on choice and growth for
consumers and businesses and this means a
common set of rules for Europe. He concluded
that it is vital that agreement is reached on
the principle that a common set of rules is
required and for this reason some items, such
as digital downloads, are not included in this
review. He said that more time and expertise
is needed to get some of these issues right.
Alison Mooney defended full harmonisation.
She also said that everyone can agree that
we want to move forward and that we want
to reach a true, functioning Single Market;
this can only be achieved if we have full
harmonisation. If we are too slow agreeing

on the level of harmonisation, E-Commerce
will nevertheless live on but then it will be
competition that will set the level of protection
and determine where the markets are going.
Ursula Pachl pointed out that it is important
not to forget that there is already quite a lot of
agreement in particular on chapters I, III and
half of II. She said that solutions are emerging
and that major steps forward are being made
but that full harmonisation does not work in
chapters IV and V. The obstacle is that there is
not a lot of informed discussion. People are not
aware of the real impacts of full harmonisation
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Gösta Petri said that the key obstacle is the
dogmatic opposition to full harmonisation
and that the Commission is working towards
improving that situation. An area where everyone
can find agreement is on the principle of having
a horizontal piece of legislation on consumer
rights. He said that there is also a consensus
on the full harmonisation on big parts of the
proposal. With regard to the timetable, the
Commission is keen that a proper debate takes
place in the Council and the Parliament but also
wants to achieve political agreement as soon
as possible. With regard to the digital issue,
he confirmed that the European Commission
has commissioned a study in two lots and the
timeline for the results of this is 2011.
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Sirpa Pietikäinen MEP believes that the
content of the Directive is most important and
that either partial harmonisation is agreed on
or harmonisation that is not very workable,
which is in turn not good for consumers
or business. She argued that delaying the
Directive is vital to have a proper debate and
discussion about digital products, gambling
and pharmaceuticals amongst other things.
She indicated that the political debate will
centre on how to find a compromise between
national differences.
Jacki Davis then ended the debate with a final
question regarding the next steps towards
achieving agreement on the proposal.
Gösta Petri said that the key was to continue
to work with the Council and European
Parliament. His key message was to focus on
the content of the Directive and the provisions
included in it. He said that the substance
should not be lost in an ideological debate.
Carlos Almaraz said that those who don’t like
the Directive should set out where their red
lines are and what can be changed.

Alison Mooney also proposed that the best
way is to look at the detail of the proposal
and that focus should be kept on the overall
objective. Thinking European is key.
Sirpa Pietikäinen MEP would like to sit
together for a few hours with stakeholders
to benchmark ideas and see if this approach
would develop a way forward.
The debate on this issue is far from over. As such,
Forum Europe will be organising a further event
in 2010 to chart the progress of the Consumer
Rights Directive, and to see what needs to be
done if this legislation is to be implemented. Full
details will be circulated shortly.
If you are interested in attending or
sponsoring the next event, please contact:
Laura Cooper-Young on +44 (0) 2920 783 023
or laura.cooper-young@forum-europe.com.

In partnership with:

Ursula Pachl is interested to see what will
happen with the new Commission and now
that the Lisbon Treaty is in place, the role
national Parliaments will play when engaging
with the European Parliament.
Razvan Antemir set out that a definite
step forward would be to get to the proper
content of the Directive and the agreement
that it has to be based on the principle of full
harmonisation.
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With offices in UK and Brussels,
Forum Europe works both autonomously
and with clients and partners to produce
conferences,
training
seminars
and
independent policy forums for the European
public and private sectors, focusing upon key
policy directives and legislation emanating
from the EU political institutions.
With more than 20 years experience of
producing events in Brussels, Forum Europe
has an established reputation for its ability to
react early to critical policy developments, to
deliver events that are thoroughly planned
and expertly executed, and to create working
relationships which are constructive and
long-term.

Amway is a global leader in the Direct Selling
industry with annual sales of over 6 billion
in 2008 selling more than 450 products
directly to consumers in their homes in 25 EU
countries. Jay Van Andel and Rich DeVos, cofounders of Amway, launched their business
in the 1950s selling NUTRILITE® Dietary
Supplements door to door. A unique business
model was created that allowed others to join
Amway and participate in the benefits of the
expanding business. What they discovered
over 50 years ago still remains true today
– that people and relationships are at the
core of any successful business. Customer
satisfaction has always been at the core of
Amway’s direct selling of its wellness, body
& beauty and home care brands. This is still
being demonstrated by Amway’s industry
leading ‘money-back’ satisfaction guarantee
on its consumable products - even if used.
Today, Amway includes more than 3 million
Amway Distributors with a global portfolio
of brands that can be found wherever
Amway operates: NUTRILITE®, the world’s
leading brand of vitamin, mineral, and dietary
supplements (based on 2008 retail sales),
ARTISTRY® Skin Care, L.O.C.®, SA8®,
GLISTER® Oral Care, iCook®, eSpring®.
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Helping you to stand out in Europe

EU dedicated event management in Brussels
At Forum Europe, we have been Forum Europe offers you...
managing the delivery of strategic • 20 years experience in Brussels working within
conferences and events for a range
the EU context.
of leading international companies,
• Excellent relations with European policy and
institutions, consultancies and
decision-makers.
NGOs over the last 20 years.
• Project management expertise to ensure the
If you are seeking to develop your
efficient delivery of your event, on time, on budget.
level of interaction at EU level or
•
Extensive EU and international databases to
wish to propose Brussels based
guarantee the right audience for you.
event services to clients as a part
of a broader public affairs and • Flexible partnership options.
communications offering, we would
be pleased to talk to you about how
we can help.
Call James Wilmott or Dan Craft for an informal discussion:
Tel: +44 (0) 2920 783 028
Email: james.wilmott@forum-europe.com / dan.craft@forum-europe.com
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